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A MODEL .FOR THE -OPERATION OF- A GROUP- RESIDMICE FOR' EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED-CHILDREN

In Auguet, 1959, the Association for .Jewieh Children opened its first group'

home. This facility for adolescent girls a4ded to the range Of the agenCy's child
%

welfare; services of 64ter home case, institutional pirogram, services tO nnmarried

mothers-and adoytion. Subsequently,'the 'Association developed additional group homes,

an apartment unit, services to children in their own homes, family day care and after..

school day care. A special Project since 1970 has provided _group counselling in the'

Philadelphia school)system for approximately 8000 children and several thoUsand

parents each year.

The children andfamilies who are served byethe Association constitute a highly

disorganized group. ,Over the years, approximately 75% of the children requiring

t placement have come from families who are on public assistance'or.slightly above that
-

level. Most of the families, about 65%, have disintegrated through separation, death,'

or divorce. Most of the have had in-patient mental hosoitalization, and the

families have had 5 to 13 priorsociai and mental health agency contacts. lelation-
. -

dhips among faMily members are disoi'dered and communication poor. The families are

isolated 'from their kin and from the organized community. Most parents hare had

high school education, some were in college; all'have appirations,for their children.

The 60 some girls Who have been admitted to.the Girle'llesidence up to the

present have ranged in age from 12 to 17; theaverage age about 15.. The girls have

been in good health. Almost all were of average to superior intelligence, but ex-

hibiting educational deficits, especially in reading ang,math, from 2 to '7 years

behind the expected level. In addition to achool probl*s the presenting behavior

included runaway, sexual acting out, drug and aicohol use, hysteria, depreasion,

and massive craving Non attention and affection. The predominant admission diagnosis

has been "personality disorder" with about 60% ahowing a neurotic pattern of this

1100kind. Approximately 20% were diagnosed "schizophrenic" and 10% were considered
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depressive neurosis. The rest were-Classified as adoies

The Association's Girls' Residence falls into Martin

iiiree for adolescent's needs and services--"those nee

an all-pervading treatment orientation that includes psy

(1)
The grailp home is owned by the agency. H

^,

jhome is located in an open community s tting in a resid

services."

loads are low (15-16 children) to permit intensive indi

THE CONCEPTUAL UNDM-PINNINO\

As we have addressed ourselves,to the two-fold ta

ent adjustient" reaction.

Gula's gtoup home category

group living, casework, and

iatric and psychological

using seven girls, the group

tial neighborhood. Case-

dualized service.

-of caring for and treatag

the young people admitted, certain basic phiiosophical and program concepts have

emerged:'

1. Meeting the basic physical needs of the girl s fundamental and can

not be relegated to a "taken for granted" st a. Food, clothing and

6
ahelter fulfill the first elements of the pl ement service. Medical .

and dental care, personal allowances educat onal supplies, transpor-

tation costs, and the man:, other needs that into rearing children

are the responsibility of the group home pr . These things sound

simple, but they are of fundamental imp/cart ce In demonstrating that

the adults care and that the girls are cons dered to have worth. From

another point of view, providing these th unstintingly, and.in a

way that conveys respect, reduces the poss ity that girlscan blame

the setting for their problems.,
\

2. Ties to parents are considered crucial. though staff fUlfills parental

functions, staff understands and makes it lear to the girls that they do

not replace or ,substitute for parents. St f can not compensate for

the early gross deficits-nor can stAff ev, meet the)e ormous dependency
,

needs. rie objective is to help girls understand their feelings about.

(1) Martin Gula, "Group Homes--New and Differentiated Tools in Child-Welfare,
Delilquency, and Mental Health," Child Welfare, (1964),,394-395.
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parents and learn to understand, not necessarily love, the parents.

There is.no intention of ahutting the parents.out of their daughters'
lives. Although the parents-can not perform as mOthers_and_fathersu- .

_ _

they and the staff usually want the same things for the girls. -Parents
are taken into a partnerehip so that the placement'can be supported,

sustained and reenforceci. The agency recognizes that the parents are
starved in their own lives and need help wi'th all aspects of their

livesmoney, medical care, housingand their isolation and desolation.4
The agency sees itself in the role of "extendedfamily"-to the parents

(2).and offers them close, lone-term supports.

3. Education is awarded one Of the highest priorities in the program.
First the girls have to face that.gaing to school is reqUired by law
at least Until age 16. Then, much of thggirls' time is spent in
school or is school-connected. *Iithis time is 'filled with failure, mueh
of the girl's day is spent'in defeat. Further, there is the reality
that in the not too distant future the girls will need to care for them-
selves, and education'will

determine their occupation and earnings.

While the6e.rls could espouse the right to choice, the adults had an
obligation to alcpress their view about the importance of education and
to expect that the 'girls attempted to use their abilities and pities.
Despite their past school failures, most of the gicls admitted have been
of good intelligence and same have had.talent, such as in art. ,An appeal
is made to intelligence and talent and encouragement given to developing

academic and vocational skills. Concrete supports such as tutorial help,
special school, and intensive cooperative work iith school counsellors
and teachers are part.of the-program. If a girl Can not get herself to
school, staff transports her. Staff conveys its confidence when merited,,

(2) Joseph L. Taylor,,AThe Child Welfare Agency as the EXtended Family," Child '110.0PWelfare, Volume LI Nunber 2, February 1972, pages 74-83.
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0that a girl can succeed.and makes this significani.investMent in

education because success in school can have a -powerful-therapeutic
affect an other_aspects-of a girl's life.- ..

.\

Few girls or families have a religious life-prior
to'admission. They

do not belong to synagogues or to Jewish social
orgsnizations. Jewish

practices are not observed in the homes. Staff believes that religious
ties can strengthen

self-identity, both for the present and in the future
roles.of wife and mother. The traditions of the past, the cultural
roots, pid ritualb-are

seen as iltifering the girls other experienceb for
ties and structure in their lives.. The groum home creates a Jewish
atmosphere through food, musicidiscussion,

readings, ceremonies, and
connections to other Jewish organizations in the community. It is ex-.

pected that the girls will learn about their religion and their culture
in an age-appropriate way.

5. Recognizing the.need.of adolescents for peer relationship, the imam)
is Made an integral part of iirogramming. Group meetings initiated by
staff on a planned and informal basis are part of the program, and we
are aware that there is group interaction'covertly

without the knowledge
of staff.

6. The community is been as an appropriate setting in which to permit the
young people to live aut their daily lives. This is the arena from
which they came, and the arena to which they woidd return. The selection
of a community betting reflects the intention that the girls work'out
their problems while living in the general community, Teaming to use its
resources and learning to make the personal accommodations necessary to,

4

become a responsible member of society. 'Such a.setti is obviously
more congruent with an emphasis on social competence an a setting
Which is located in the country or on a separate'

us within the qit..
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The opportunity to live in a community telis children.that although

they Yiave problems they are not completely diff!rent irom other youne-

sters. The opportunity to gain experience in living the way.most

people--and as these girls ultimAly would have to live--is diminished

if one is placed in specially structured and protected living arrange-.

4 ments.

74 The many agency people in the program provide a set of influences and

sources from which the girls can gain an identity. Eech staff person

presents himself with the unique skills of his professional baokground.

Perhaps more importantly,'Sach. staff person presents the uniqueness of

his personality, his interests, and his values. The combined strengths

of the staff create a totality inthe human envirOnment and no single

person is expected to carry all of the burden or provide all of the

answers.
/

8. Time is a major f tor in dealing with the girls. EVeryonegirrs, family,
-

staffhas a re tic framework for ending. Although under some.

cireumstances a girl might remain longerv'th? cut-off funding age is

at 18. Depending on admi s age, there needs to be planning an

preparation for leaving even though after-care services outside th
4

group home are provided. Generally, the first year goes into grie ng

about separation from family,iimicing prough the separation and setting

same directions and goals. The second year is a time for locating
,

a

strengths, reenforcing thed and "shorialg up" in etery possible xay.

Atle third year is directed towards the actual leaving, usually accomr-

"panied by regressiVe symptoms, anger and fear./ A stay beyond three years

allowed more time for. developing streniths. A short6 stay meant an

'.intensigcatian of the proceed.

7
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9. The deprivation of girls referred to the program is profound, and an

understanding of its consequences-is crucial to managing the treat-

ment'processes. While the effects of maternal deprivation in infancy,

lative permanence of these effects in later li4p and the de-

sirability of continuity in parenting after separation have been

stressed in the literature, little attention has been Paid to the

"peculiar anguiah of placed c4ldren. We believe that these young people

remain permanently damaged by maternal deprivation because they 3emember,'

the difference between natural.parents and substitutes.' The conflict- 1

ing.desires (to-express dependency and to express anger) are acted '-

out on staff perpetually until .the girl develops enough ego Strength
4

to resolve the conflict. This ego strength is achieved by "borrowing"

from the staff until the girl oan manufacture her own--through the

growth process (not by transferring her identification directly from

natural parents.to caretakers); The girl creates a composite; or mosaic,

identity with a series of par4a1 identifications with staff. AB her

A cognitive strength grows, the girl is able to understand her conflicting

desires and resolve them with staff help. The-girl grows around an un-

healed and incurdble wouneto her ego (the conflict created by separation

and reason for the separation)..-

'10. In setting goals the agency recognizes that it can not make, up for,a11.

, the lacks and deprivations in the lives of the girls or their.family.

Ra0er, the objective is to respond to that which is healthy in eadi

individuaA so that ahe'can grow--no matter how limited the growth.

It is pointless to become fixed on the emotional pa ology so prevalent

in eadh person's experiencd.

cgh be started, some satAfacti,l)ns achieved, and some beehning de in

e staff believes that if some owth

understanding people and events of the past, the girl can approach
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'adulthood with increased self assurance and maturity. Girl and family

come to grips.with-their relationship so that compassionate under-

standing can be reached.
. ,

Itualcurrent functioning and teaching coping mechanisms in the present

were.the focus ip treatmen
, c

.

Girls Cagle-to the'.graup home from

situations of stresp and Mny return to situations which impose stress.
5

IInless their reaations to stmesses are Changed:the future for them may

-, -

be as disordered as the. past.
d

TIE C r OMNI' PARTS,

Clearly, in the group home Setting, the task is to combine.the physical and

caretaking needs of the girls with improvemerin their mental health and skills in

sacial adaptation.. To accomplish those goals, the program..-was designed w.th a nwm-
.

ber component parts.

PHYSICAL PLANT AND BUDGET

The residence is a seven bedroom. center-hall entrance home located in a middle.-

claas resideueal neighborhood. It is large and spacious with ample living area and

..

room m4;or moveent. The house was rented for the first two years of operation and

then purchased. .(A1.1 sui sequent group homes o ene\ were purchased immediately.)
-

The group home is accessibleto puillic transporta ion, convenientto local schools,

and near a pulaic library. The facility meets with health, fire, city, 'and state

licensing regAirements.

Attractive and durable furnitui providing a sense of home was purchased

initially and. has,been refurbished as needed. Attention is paid to the kinds of

books, magazines, newspapers and'plgtures available:' A network of "On call" re=

sources was developed to Meet appliance or other breakdowns. They physlcal setting

offered consistency and order without rigidity. N.

Food is a most important'consideration for many of the girls: Some of them

have simply never had enougii. For most-of them, the provision .of food i.s a w

9
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responding to and insuring satisfaction of primitive4eeds. It must be supplied

in proper quantity and served attractively and tastefully. Food and eating needs to

be Individualhed for the obese girl--and there are many--and with the girl who re-
.

fuses to eat out of self-punishment or d. ression-vand there are some.

Fipancing of the program has beep

from the county departments of viel

a per-diem purchase of care system

Da dition, voluntary funds have provided

for the-extraa of art, music,.dance lessons,

and college programs.
-

PEOPLE

camp and recreational eyents, vocational

The group home staff is acommunity of human beings involved in complete inter-

actions among theMselves as well as with the resident girls. This collection of

I Ne.

--individuals living and wOrking together develop relationships of.influence towarde

ope another. The personalities, skills and training of the adults must meshwell

to provide the warmth, the supportf and the "lhuman box" of tlie tructure and controls

froM which the adolescenta test and grow.

CHILD CARE STAFF

lief

I.
When the irst group home 4as planned the theory was to fi,nd a couple, a re-

and to provide maintenanCe personnel from the agency staff. In this

approach, "family life!' and parental roles would be simulatvd and male-female images

Offered. We thought, tha!% from tilOs model the girls would perceive parents.in a new

and better way and wor ot their problems about parents through 'transferencé.

However, it was rideri- ible to find a couple in,Ohich both the man and woman were

adeqUate people 'orr:Iiith 6,sound ennJgh marital relatIonship to withstand group home
sog

Subseque*y,.::aethe functioning Of the young people was obseried,' the

group h e.as a substitute for family living did-not seem to be a vaiiftoal. Hance,

the staffing pattern developed-was Tar.live-in-chila care People plUs a relief
.

.

1 0
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elf

person working frog 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and pirt-time maintenance heip.-.17n 1973,

the agency moved to-three-shifts of child care workers'each working eight hours,

thug providing night-time coverage. Essentially, one adult is available to seven

adolescents.

Most child care workers hale had high school education: Some were in collegei,

or had some college experience. Some completed Philadelphia's available child-care

training programs or attended while employed. Thp staff has ranged in age from

those in their mid-twenties to their mid-fiftige. Their marital and family status

has varied; they have been of different ethnie and religioub backgrounds. The

-
fundamental consideratiOns in choosing staff were' their personality and temperament,

the degree of satisfaction achieved in their personal lives, their ability to make

common sense judgmentstheir capacity for relationship, *the way they could comPlement

each other, their tolerance for"withetanding :the volatile behavior of deeply dis-

turbed adolescents their capatitito give or themselves withoUt expecting a return

from the'children, and their reaainess to
-

for the salaries and flours designated.

accept for the'latter, these are difficult judgments to.make about people on short

acquaintance, but these are the judgments upon,which success in selecting child

care etaff depends.
%

This perSonnel is responsible for the physical plant of the group home.;.-

cleaning, maintaining, managing ftdoing some'of it themsilves and workiniwitli

the girls to ssume approprirt esponsibilities--e.e. the girls are expected to
. 4

make their b,ds before going to-school, clean'their rooms and share in household

cleaning on e a week. Staff prepares the menus, does the foqA ahopping largely

through telephone or vendors Who'came tp the residence, and do the cooking:, Some
0

girls like to join in this and are encouraged to do so to acquire the experience:,

Child-care staff is responsible for staying within the budgeted amounts for house-

hold management. Staff paid attention to the amenitiess--flowers, tablecloths,

.:music,'Shabboth candles birthdays, and holidays.

14.

aetsft.
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staff ia orientL'to support and maintain the physical and Social
-,

standards for the girls as individuals and as i group, 'They are responsible/for the
a

day-to-day, hour-by-hour, superviion of the girls' daily life, announced in the definiti

ofrole but achieved through slowly developed relationships with the girls. The means

were the caring, the character and the resiliency of the child care people,' Theichild

.care staff literally served as human Punching bags muCh of the time for the hostility of

the girls, often displaced from other events or people.

This means different things for different girls. Some girls have to be taught hoW to

bathe and use deodorants; how to'comb hair and brush teeth; how to apply make-up appro.-.

yriately. While meals are a time for socialization and sharing, they are also a time

when some girls must be taught to use utensils rather than their Singers, to siedk rather

than swear, and to pass thp salt rather than throw it. ome.girls have tO be awakened 14.

daily tolort f to School; almost all have to be hel do h mework and study. Educe,-

'tional go and vocational Objectives have little immediate interest' until thelrl

/Feels the need for and the value of it, usually after gaining, some success and ge

school achievement. Cajoling, nagging and threatening is required to get many of the,giii

to school: Dress is a.matter of little concern to th . When told "it doesn't matter to

anybody anyhow", staff replied, over and over,: that it mattered to them and 'everything
. .

will matter to the girl herself.

There is no area in the girls' life in which the child-care staff does not become in-
.

volved.° Committed to fostering of'Jewish fdentity, child-care st%ff 'has to live with Itash

synago e attendance-and holiday practices. -Often child'care staff,has to intervene. activ

4.1!

The gir.F1

druksil'.*

'in the relationships developed in the community with other girls and with boys.
. -

tend to develop friendships with'boys and girls who -steal,. truant, *an'aimay, use

'Y
want to use the girls sexually. Staff had to use judgment when to welcome or exclude vilpz

Normarkissing and petting within the-home is sanctioned but more sexua11y.aCting,out belle
St °

12 ,



is stopped, Immediate decisions have to'be made about when the girls should work out
. .

houde or peer problems by themselves, or when the'adult should'step in. '

*
Staff has to handle illness, real or feigned, give p(aOtical relief for tie

,
. - .

-ailment and the emotional accompaniment, call the doctor, get the girl to the hospital,

and cont4the'imP.cat of the eitaode on the group: ped-t4e and sleep was often
,

a stressftr t$Ae. For sdme of the girls it reflected the lack oflOrder ktheir lives:

-
-

Fora:oat of them, sleep,was the ultimate in eocial isolation add that period when'

inner emotiOns, separation trawl:a, and the ghosts of re1a400ftships with othex4; had to

be faced.: Almost like infants, they need to keep themselVes awakd with one more drink
,

of Water, one more time to go to the bathrOoM, one(more conversation, one more con-
.

nection with another human being. Child 'care staff has to respond yith trupportt

bsympathy, and undeirstanding but with the expectation that sleep isnecessary.

THE CASEWORKrA

The caseworker is the central person in managing the girl's experiencecin the

group home. The caseworkers' responeibilities include: (1) direct work with the

girls; (2) direct work with parents and relatives; (3) ollabo tion with sulitorting

personnel within and outside the agency.

DIRMT WORi6 WITH GIRLS

The caseworker begins with the girl when the intake study.is completed and a

tentative planLhas been formulated in a conference among the intake caseworker and

supervisor, the psychiatrist, the psychologist, child care staff, the caseworker,

and the group hate director.t The caseworker then arranges the practical steps for

admission, participates with the child care staff in orienting the girl to the home,

picks upOwhere intake has left off in obtaining school, medical, dental, and othr

records, handles visits and phone call arrangements with family, and lives throtleh

the actual separation experience itself. It is an emotionally charged time.

13
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The caseorker joins with the child-care staff in the many raalities of daily

living as an expression bf the parenting role. For example: in regard.to clothing,

the caseworker, girl and'"child-care rtaff plan purchases based upon the girl's needs,

budget allocation, ability to take cag6 of her clothing, her individuality, and how

the Shopping would be done--the girl alone, child-care staff, volunteer worker,

sometimes family. By an agency deterMined dtandard each girl receives II weekly

allowaRce administered by child-care staff. The caseworker Shares in discussion

of handling the moneyds it hoarded?; squandered?; saved"; used to buy friendahipsZf
\

protected from being st len by othere In medical case, the caseworker prepares a

medical and social for the assigned physician and assists child care-staff in

implementing routine medical and dental examinations. Some girls'have spectal anxi -

etiel about physidal examinations or when consultants (gynecologist, neurologist, dermaA

tologist) are required. The caseworker and child care staff decide who will accompany

the girl to the appointmedt and carry aat the physician's recommendations.

The specificsof daily living are woven into the Airect casework treatment of

the girls' emotional and behavioral life. Here, four themes are genera1ly1Spparent;

(1) personal adjustment and feelings and attitudes about oneself; (2) Veer relationships
4

within the home and in the ow.. ty; (3) education-and vocational goals; (4) relation-

ship to family. In all areas, ile the caseworker tries to understand the girls'

troubled paat, and is sympathetic, the focus is on expectations for the present and

cobcern for the future, revolving around same core concepts: (1) the past can not be

eradicated nor can adequate compensation be found in the present or in the future to

atone for the past (what'a done is done); (2) to dwell on.the pathology within oneself

can be defeating,---thece and now must be used to build positive experiences and satis-

*
facile (let's get on with it); (3) separation from one'sfamily is an experience that

never stops hurting and is relived even as one grows. up (and how it hurts); (4) al-

though reunion with family may not be possible, ties to them remain important, they

Should be encouraged and supported (the family matters); (5).a girl ahould try to make

1 4
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the Most of herself--her health, her appearance, her intellect, lier personality,

her talents (you've always got yourself);-(6) liiring will aiwaysimpose expectations.

.and wherever thelgirl goes,'whatever she does, dile swill find limits and authority

emit dfie 'must learn to live with (Where would we be lathout traffic lights to tell
r" .

us when to stop and go4; (7) tip influence of friends, their beliefs, their habits,
e!,

their pulls and'theiipressures will be strong and one must learn to discriminate

(you grown ups do understand what my sees as important); (8) the case-,

-

-worker is alwaysrwilling to listen to comp;aints, gridvances, unhappiness, but will

often be unable to make changes, be they in°the rules in the home, the rules in

school, betrayal by parents, disappointment in a frield (I helle:you); (9) because the

caseworker is a human being in common with the girls, ahe is-urilling to share with-a

girl the experiences, the ideas and the values Which dge has fourl important to her
4

Nor*
(I give you a piece of me).

Upon discharge, the caseotker continues with the girl and family for a time-,

*limited period, usually a mdnimum of a year. The,after-vre service is intended as

a-supportive, transitory step to enable the girl to adapt to living outside the group

home. The girl is helped with any phase of living that creates problem, either as

7'part of her family or in inde endent living that involves work, ollege, or vocational

training, dr managing one43 o4n apartment. She ierided and encouaged in her

achieving. In this period, the caseworker Lultaneously provides a.link from the

past to the present and weans the girl from her relationehip to the caseworker and

agency.

DIRECT SERVICE TO PARENTS
A complete helping service was available to parents. The service included

counseling on problems of relationshipwithia the family and assistance in coping

with the concrete realities that affect family life. The general objectives of the

service were (1) to aid parents in leading personally satisfying and socially useful

lives; (2) to strengthen-the parents as husbands and wives, mothers and fathers,

to the point where they could resume parenthood of the girl; and (3) to live success-

fully with the siblings of the placed child, if there were brothers and sisters at home.

1
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With t sfer of the family fro intakes one of ihe first Steps,is to arrange

a pre-placement visit to the group h me. Parents meet the child-care staff, see Where

the girl will be living,'and begin te "live out" the placement experience. There are .

usually four areas with which the caaeworker deals in respect to the adults: (1)

sustainingAnd supporting the placeient; (2) understanding the relationship'with their ,

daughter; (3) gaining help for themselves to strengthen functioning either as indi-

,viduale, as a family, or as parents to the placed girl or her.siblings; (4) helping

the child care staff cope with tile behavior of family members that impinge actively

on the 'girls' daily livinit In practice, these objectives for paignie 'were always

individualized in terms of potential for improvement ar change.%

Early.in the placement, especially When there is no immediate improvement in the

behavior that required separation in the first Place the placement can beledbotaged,

by the parents if the* are not supported through these experiences. The Worker needs

tO handle parental grief and guilt at the separation and not perm40 maneutrering by

* the girl. The workerkeepEoparents posted on their daughter's school, health, and

behavior. While vi bd,telephone calls can be disruptive, the reality of how

theee are handled are d for examination and confrentation. Holidays are balanced

'between the group home program and the family plan. The agency provides drivers for

parents unable to use public transportation or for girls too young to travel dis7

tances that are too far or dangerous.

Coupled with thie--again in the here and now--was an emphasis on improving cOm-

mUnication between girl and family. Helping adults accept cultOral gild generational

differences was sufficient sometimee to achieve a more balanced relationahip. Educe,

tion about "nOrmal" adolescence was useful to some adults. Recognizing the displace-

ment of eir anger onto the children, ventilation about the lacks in their lives and

behig accepted as a person, enabled some adults either to perform more satisfactorily

as parents or freed them in allowing the agency to handle the girls.
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The wprk With parents offered support to people Who'had demonstrated over thaf....,

years that they coUld not cope effectivelY. Some parents required "parentiag" them,

selves. The caseworkeror a volunteergaveedvice on how to'clean a'houge, shop

for food, use food stamps and cook a meal; or went to the housing bureau to talk with

an official; helped work out redreational, religious, culturga, after,-sphool or week-
.

end experiences for family members; or helped with employment or securing vocational,

training in the community.

Human contact for the socially isolated, depressed parent was prqvided by the

caseworkbr or a volunteer case aide. This connection was especially ficant in
. ,

*

the after five hburs oron weekends and was generally maintained by phone. Such out-
.

reach has reduced hysterical reaction by Parents,to siblings in the home. Parents

areencouraged to join agency.a.roup programs, either for socialization purposes or
Ak 4"

for group counselling. For those parents Who could beneftt from the approach, insight

therapy was emp1oyed4 guidance and education in learaing.parenting Skills waa useful.
R,

for others.

It is an additional responsibility of the caseworker to interprei.parental be-
.

havior to child care staff. How to handle telephone calls and requests for information,'
AJ

how to respond to parents picking up the girls for visits; how to react to the actions4
of the parents tothe girls are issues that need discussion. In turn, child carEa

staff shares their observations and opinions about the interaction of parent:and ,

girl.

COMM) TION

The ca eworker is the person who orchestrates the resources and the personnel

within and side the agency.. The caseworker arranges the every-three-month team .

'review conferences; takes the minutes, and implements the decisions with aoprop U.::

follow-up.

The ,caseworker selects, recommends, and arranges community resources for girl

and family (recreational vieita, employment agencies, medical services, mental health

center). The caseworker is the key person in collaboration *with the schools through
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conferences, telephone, 'glaring of

in school, and offering support to

Page 16

information, developing plans to keep the girl

schOol personnel. The caseworker is the link-
AW.

among the girl, the family, the group home, the agency, and the community.
14

VOLUNTMS'
04?#'

,

\Froth the beginning, the group home program had the complete support of the

Association's Board of Direetors. -The Girls' Itediddhce Was a program the Board trul s

\'* wanted Ind it todk pride'in seeing : the program come to fruition. Members of the

Board Iodated a hou

l
'w ithin the specifications of the imofessional staff. G.ther

aBoard meMbers han the-legal and zoning transactions. A Small, dedicated group
/

of the-women furniShed and decorated the group home:

Approximately a year'after theigrOup tioime opened, haying by thattime lived

through a substantial !experience with le girls, stiff reviewed where volunteer's-could

serve. 'Several areas stood out. In addition to being sepaSited from their families

the girls had few relatbhips withsother people. ,Mort-girls were doing poorly in

school and required individualized help. Shoppinglor clothing was time consuming

because the girls neided to visit different stores, learn about quality ample,

and make appropriate choices." Some girls needed an adult to help them select an'

at'tractive hair style in a beauty.shoir. The girls had' need for may types of growth

experiences'that would timulate interest, add to their knowledge of the community

and, the World, uncover ta/ents and develop skills. Ira child care worker were to do

these things for the'individuai.girl no one wOu1d be left with the group. Staff con-

.,

cluded that.volunteers could become valuable in providng increased people with whom

they could relate.as well as being valuable assistailts in providing the needed man,-

power.
4

Selected women members Of the agency's B :4.. ly.rectors were invited to pax,.

ticipate in meeting the girlq' needs. These individuall;had zest for the work,.they

cared deeply about thkgirls,,the progreim and the Association._They recognizedIthat

although they would be giving of themselves they.would receive little in return from

18
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the girls. This nucleligroup became part of the residence "family.". There was

scarcely any jurn-over of these volunteers.

ihSome volunteers served as case aides and womksd with the caseworker either

the girl'or family) Some worked with the Director in meeting recreational needs of

the girls onoa group basia, taking them on trips New York, concerts, sports events

and to the Pennaylvania.Dutch'Country. Several Niolunteers with a background in

;

education served aartutors. At confirmation.the volunteers shoppad with girls for

their dresses and arranged a_post-confirmation party.in the synagogue: The girls

6

were invited to a Volunteer's home for Friday night and holiday dinners, sometimes
A

follbwed by attendance at a synagogue.

Volun erkthu added ancither dimenilion to the concePt.of extended family:

contacts teera permitted Vie-girls to

J. 'brought the.girls somewhat into the main stream

610 how other.families lived,

of,community'11.04 preseated a

The

vari roles and family models (wife--motherl husband--father--friend), and pro-

per

spe ific requests Prom a staff member and are supervised by that.peraon. in addition

t.

%

the individualized program, volunteers have conducted Great Books-discussions,
,

scussion groups on Judaism, taught cooking, personal grooming, typing, sewing, and

conversational French. Periodic training, meetings qnrich the ainderstanding and skills

,of the volunteers. The experience in this aspect of agency prograt became a model

for expantion in otheryphases of agency operation.(3)

PSYCHIATRIST

ences that broadened ihe girls culturally.

it.
Since 1966 the group home has benefited from an enlargement and further systemati-

.

on of the'agencYwide volunteer program. There are now approximate/5r 20-25.

ons involved in each group home. These individuals are assigned on the basis of

The functions of the psychiatrist in this program can be discussed under the

headings of: (1) diagnosis; (2) consultation and (3) psychotherapy.

(3)'Harriet Goldstein, "Supplementary Services by Volun
. The Social Welfare Forum, 1966.

1 9

in a Casework Agency,"



Diagnosis:

As diagnostician the psychiafrist aetermines, through interAews with the

Page 18 ,

and family, Whether emotional or mentaI)illness exists. Tbe further observations

are to dismiss the family dynamics and the intrapsyqftiatric developments of the mem-
11'

. bers; to clarify the atresses that may confront thosefataff meAdrs villa will be,

dealing directly With the girl and her family; to translate the sign1ficance of her

behaviors into day-to-day liVing; to.auggest the techniques of treatment that Will

help the girl. In essence, the pdychlatrist functions much as a pathologiSt laying

bare the inner workings of the gitl and her.f nily : )&ubsequent49 iglgrviews are
. .

held"With girls semi-annually to re-evaluat eir condition.

'Consultation: A

The initial
-SI.

part of the initial int.,,ttr
caylworker, the 1:1,

. + 1
4 vt

r.

id made at this, po te whether or not

A

with t girl

Alo with the detailed finaings of the intake

t and the educational psychologist &decision

the girl thould be admitted intotcare.

lymembers becomes

A plan of treatment'idllermulated,by consensus after,eAch.paixticipant haa proposed-

a direction. Imme e short-term goals are spelled out as well.as the staff's
, .

aspirational level'tor what can be realistically achieved during the girl's stay in

thelgroUp home.

The consultant"s function further inclues on-going discussionswith.social work

and child 'care.seeff, as requested, about, the eaning of the girl's behavior or

advice on how to respond to or treat the girl's ehávior.

The psychiatrist is used to make determination about mental hospitaiizationof

a girl or whether or not medication should be utilized (very little has been pre-.
scribed). The psychiatAst was always available beyond office hours by telephone or

for examination of girls and on weekends or holidays if necessary.

Treatment: 4

The decision for treatment is. made When there are specific reasons which make

psychiatric integention desirable. Usually the reasons involve symptoms of an apparent

2 0
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mentarcoielict.with unconscious componenta.. Within that framework the Association's

'psychiatrist accepts inlErti'cuiar the treatment of schizophrenfcs, personality dis-.

Page 19

1 .

ordered cAildreri, and children with brain damaie.
ff

'26 goal in psychotherapy was constant an4 unvarying no matter the girl's
A

diegnosis. The objective was to sitart them toward _realizing two goals as adults:

Self respect ada the ability to love. Hopefuli.y, by the mid-20'a they would be able

tosupport themselves at work they enjoyed and be able to look for mutually satis-

fying love relationships'. The reason for chooeing such lone-range goals was based

on the conCept that adolescencg is a tAntit4ry state of tunbftlence on the way to
IR*

adulthood: 'It is characterized Vy inpensity, a burgeoning of the physical, emotional
Ai

and intellectual functions and a real diminution in'the powers of.judgment. At best,
_ .

if one works td achieve a healthy adolescent he may achieve a temporary state of

balance. Since the purpose of adoleecence is to grow, therapy in adolescents might

just as well be directed toward the future in whichithe growth will come to fruition.

In additi9n to individual theraPy the psychiatrist has engaged in group therapy

sessions 4rom time to time. This may have been done at a point of particular crisis,

or when the iherapist thought that She wa1 treating the same issues With a number of

iiplatjoi when the group was having a particular,reaction to behavior of others; or'

when the psychiatrist thought it might be supportive to her individual approaches.

The AJCipeyc iatrist acknowledges to thetgirls and their parents that ahe will

divulge confidences to the agency administration and in a court of law if necessary

when the revelations are expected ti; contribute to their mental ilealth,or to the'

girls' growth and development. For example, a parent'sproductions might be used

o
against him in an abuse suit; a girl's productions could be used against her in

opmitment procedures to a mental hospital or to warn the staff of impending unac-

ceptable behavior. The child and parents understand that the psychfatrist may be a

possible adversary and does not stand in the same position as a private.psychiatrist

21
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in her own offfoe. Altiough the psychiatrist has no administratiVe power, the girls'.

and family know that the psychiatri s opinion is sought and her advice often

followed. The psychiatrist thus has real power leading to conflicts of interest in

dual role of confidant to the group home and as therapist to the orten unwilling

patient.

In tha final anaayTti.k, the girls and,the parents must trust the psychiatrist's

basic'decency and sense ofiltopridty." She will not expose any more of their personal

life than is necessaiy for the proper upbringing. Trust is required too, of the

agency.in deciding whether to accegt the psychiatrist's advice wiihout the ihgic

evidence that the psychiatriSt.might at times wish to-withhold. Some part of all

therarutic relationships st ie ventuall be based an mutual trust and good will. ,mo

CLINICAL & EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLIMISTS

A Ph.D level clinical psychologist u1es a psyehodiagnostic examinatihn & every

girl prior to her entering the residence. The standard bdtteryincluded the Wechsler

Bellevue Inlelligence Scale, Rorschach, Bender Gestalt and Draw a Person. Annually.
. , .

thereaftei,qt psy61odiagnostic examinVion was given to obtain objective evidence

concerning the cburse of a girl's personality and behavior.

Since 1963, the agen4 has employed an educatióhAl psychologist who has adminis-'

tered a battery of achievement tests to every girl who is having school difficulties

and every girl who, though receiving passing grades, was performing below her in-

tellectual level. As a result of this testing a tutoring. program was designed. Since

1966 these tuto have been volunteers. The educational psychologist has designed

a specialized p based on the child's personality, behavior andlearning gaps.

OTHER PERSONNEL

The medical service was supervised by-a medical director who functioned agency

wide. One Physician was appointed to serve the gl.rls in the group home just as a

doctor would serve a family. This doctor was easily accessible to the group home and,

made house-calls as necessary.

2 2
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Back-up was provided through a nearby hospital, the.Albert EinsteirrMedical

Center-Northern Division, a member of the Federation of Jewi,h .,6ncies.. This facility .

provided complete medhal and ,denta1 servicessincluding orthodontia, on the basis

9f a,forma1 agreement betweep the two agencies.

111L additibn, the Philadelphia.Psychiatric.Center, another Member of the Federa-

tiOn of Jewish agencies, provided emergency or planned hospttalization for girls who

needed isluAl care during their stay in the group home, baaed simply on the AJC's

psychiatrist's opinion that such hospitalizatidh was needed. These tworesourcespro-

vided secure back-up to care for medical and psychiatric needs. )

The agency also employs a Rabbi as a st f consultant on quhtions,
. .

problems t;Oat might arise concerning-Jewishness in the educ tion and, .the

the girls. He is available on issues of management each residence aa
)

home. Specific practices such as observance of the dietary law, synagogue attendance

at major. Jewish holidays, stry for confirmation, weekly volunteer,ged discussion

groups on Jewiah values, eihics, customs, are all developed among the Rabbi, the child

care staff, caseworker, and the director'. The Rabbi also conducts lectures and

seminars and workshops for caseworkers and child care staff.

THE DIRECTOR- ,

iltues or

living of

a Jewish

4d,

In a previous publicatiln" role of the director watVdescribed as that of a

catalytic agent merging all aspects oi'the program into a combined whole. The direc-

tor's role concerned itself with the following areas of the program: (1) management;

(2) aupervision of the child care.staff and caseworker; (3) treatment; (4) representing

\*,
the program to the community and (4) decision making.

Nhnagement:

EVen before the group home was opened, the director organized a network of

suppliers and vendors for food, heatindoil, electric and plum4ing repairs, laundry

, 'and appliance repair men. Standing committees of volunteers were formed under the

(4) Harriet Goldstein, The Role of a Director in a ,Group Home," Child Welfare,
November, 1966.
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supervision of the director tor furnish and refurbish the Goup home throughbut the

years. The.director j6ined with- the child care staff in Vie daily Tm{nteVn4e of the

physicalrplant and was the person responsible for meeting city regulat ons gverning
A

4 .

fire, health and safety. Control of costsland budget were part of the rector's

role.

6

The rate of occutency was crucial, in budget controls, for inciame came through

purchase of4service frod the-public agency. Anticipated.discharges and vacancies had

to be coordinated with ad:nisi:dons and intake decisions. The director LEI' iftis role.

4.
SlEould there not be appropriate new.candidates for admission, tile director and the

° 2htake supervisor took necessary steps to inv-Ite additiChal referrals.

JSupervision: .

V

The director is responsible for the supervision of the child care staff, the

housekeeper and the caseworker. Because of this it is possible to achieve a high

degree of coordination as regards purpose, objectives and methods of treatment among

all the staff members related to the daily life of the group home.

The supervision provides support to the staff'for their efforts and tbehnical

for their work with the girls. Further, the director(helps each person examine

hi attitudes towards the girls or the group. What is aroused in each care takine

adult, and how fully each uses himself, is the source of frequent discusliom

In addition to planned individual supervision, the director is availiA;7 to all

staff daily--informally in personal contact or telephone during all after-oifice.

hours. This availability is especially important io the Child care staff who generally

functioned in rpl isolation. Besides planned and informal and individual contacts,

the director m ts with all staff in a weekly conference: Here the girls are
-

(

cussed individ and collectively, significant 6bservations of their 'bep1or

shared, problems that impinged on everyone discussed and clarified, differences of

opinion about treatment approaches aired and reconciled, the sense of Unity invigbr-,

.ap......

lo.

ated, and mutual support given. These 6.ssesions provide an opportunity for
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didactic teaching about normal and deviani adolescent behavior, theories abOut treat-

a
pent and the use of 'menf.

7

One should note the peculiar twist in the relationship between staff and director

. as divervisees and then in the roles that each carried in the group home. aprssilod
1

VI,
.

Z
.

attitudes of the girls about roles,,expectations; and authority could be counterw.trans-
A

ferred easi4y b\.y staff in feelings that they themselves/e4lerienced. The-Director and
\-00'

staff couid"become caught in a double bind of projections if they wer& not sensitively

alert to the nuances of.hOW they werftworking with each other.

Treatment
1

.
d

.
k

The directo's role in treatmentibegins at the intake'conference When the pur-

pose and,goals of the admission are clarified. 'Consideration of each new girl has t
. .,

be related to her impact on the group hild here the direotor'plays a key role in asselis-

ing the affects of an admission and in building the necessary supporttkfor,it among the

other girls. The director also had to be the person to understand how a neW girl will

affect the child care staff, the caseworker, the psyohiatrist, tge neighbors an the

school and bring these things into the open if not recognized by t ers. Abo al;,

the director has to insure that the intake conference translates psychOdynamic formula-
'

tions into hard techniques and methods for dealing with the daily life of a girl.

With the deaision for admission made, the director becomes engaged in that process
8

with the child care sthff and caseworker. Slie meets the girl and family and helps

.handle them in the placement experience. The director, by virtue of her role, is

aware of the anxieties of each person who participates'in the admission--girl, family,

staff, other girls, and must respond to the chain reaction of their behaviors.

As the experience evolves,- the director's role in trea4ment becomes an integral

part of the milieu. By her very presence she is available for ordinary conversation

.about daily lifethe neighborhood, a book, a concert, a personalityoffering the

girls a values,approach, a broadening experience, a role modeling. Sharing feelings
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op ons and expeOtnces with the A.irector gives the girls'Opportunity to think-out

A
id test their points of view vativ4that of anothp person. Some imes the director

ts individually ilith a girl when the child's behavior required th t ahe understamd

the consequences- of .her behavior. .

quently the director takes the girls on outings, formal and informal, some.

r
. times p ed, sometimes spontaneous--to a movie, tO dinner in a resfaurant, to a

plac of historical or cultural interest. Whatever theJevent, the purpose is, for fun,

Nrou]iy togetherness and eArichment.4,TUe director Ira to be conscious alwarilthat dhe
,

exerts an influence on the group which is part of treatment. While enabling and per,-

mitting tbe,girl to exiirets herself, the Director nonetheless has to help the 'girl

see that the issuei must be handled in turn with the caseworker and therapist.
,

The director is often involved in-a "crisis interveptioe. :The behavior of a

girl can be so provocative that more than one person is required to handle the
,

sAnation.

"The director was called at 11 p.m. EsthJ, a schizophrenic 16 ye

old, had "split." She was sitting in the corner of the.bedroom and.
,

was "spaced out." She was groaning, urinating, and calling for her

deia mOther. While the child care worker was trying to handlt her,

ihe other girls had become frightened by what her behavior had aroused

and were running around the house. Some weTe crying; some were some

was callingter mother on the phone.

The director arrived within 15 minutes of the call, telephoned Estfier's

therapist, held and comforted her at his direction uail_hospitliiation

could be arranged while the child care worker was deployed to round up

the *other girls, feed and reaseure'ethem. After Esther's hospitalization'
,

the director returned to the'house to speak further with the*girls about

Rather and themselves.
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Illness or vacation of child.care staff or caseworker puts the director into

a coverage role. Tere the girls and the director rake leaves, clean the house,

talk. The girls see that the director operates not just from concepts but that she'

can act and do. The director comes into mul,tiile relationships with each girl and

utilizes a, "life--spaceirtime" approach with them she Sunctions "on the spot" with

them.

The director assists in setting limits of discipline and control. In an open

community environment, in an open group home Where door knoba open from the inside,

the only controls that can be affected are through the relationdhips which can be

establidhed. In theXPIOC program the director assunlykhe superego role. Until a

oaatake responsible ohoices or decisidns, andrcan substi* positive for de-

feating behavior, the director interveneg to declaie and to distinguish between right

and wrong, between the permissible and the unpermissible. It is inherent that struggles

will ensue but the struggles are a logical accompaniment to the conception of treat-

ment which is fundamental to the program.

Report to the Community
.

The Difector, meets with committees of the.board of directors and the-total board

periodically to inform them of the grdup home operation. ln addition, the director
4

joinsfin the_trainiug of volunteers working in the:program.

The director and executive director_of.the agency are called on to interpret

the group home to the local and national profesaional community. The director's role

includes interpretation to other treatment facilities and the social aga0bies with

whom there are cooperative relationships.. A

Decision !slaking

While a team approach is useful, and consensus is desirable; there ire inevitope

differences in a group of professionals and child mmme,stirfthat stem from personal

experiences, personality and training. Yet at many points a clear decision nust be

made despite the persistence of differences; whether certain behavior can be tolerated,
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whether a girl should change-schools, have visits with her parents, be restricted to

the house, etc. Consultants can offer'opinions or question decisions, but they do not

have to.live out the consequences of their opinions. Child care staff can know What is

right but Avoid the recognition because they fear livie-glit out with the girls. Some

caseworkers are good at making decisions that affect clients and some axe not, for such

decision making goes contrary to some basic principles of casework. Someone has to make

the decisionshopeftlly based on available opinions, views and judgmentsand-then risk

and live out the consequences no matter what becomes entailed in the way of worry, per,-

sonal inconvenience or hardship. In the AJC program that person is the director.

THE GROUP goi

Goroff has stated: "The group is not a preparation for living, it is living.

The interactions, the feelings generated, the problems to be solvedthese experiences

are an actual part of being in the here and now. The group is part of the beingand

becoming process for its individuals, with the present having f. tremendous impact in the

participants. In the herb and now, the individual does not try to recall how he felt

in 'the past; he experiences his feelings with immediacy." (5)

The girls shared several experience, which made for a common bond. Each was

seiarated from her family without choice. EaOh had to deal with attitudes and feelings

about parents. Each;Was dependent upon the agency to fill her personal and nurturant

needs. The need to live within.the degree of structure imposed by the residence was

novel for all. They had in commit-the struggle with adolescent growth, the future,

what would become of.them, what direction and goals they would find; all was a source

kof anxiety for every girl.

This oommou ground provided the basis for group processes and group activities on

two levels; one related to'initiatives from the staff, the second to initiativee.from

the Owls themselves. .Shifts in population, however, due to admissions and discharges,

did not always permit a stable population for the group and the severely acting out

behavior of the girlp during certain perlode was disruptive.

(5) Norman N. Goroff, "Unique Properties of Groups: Resources to Help People,"

ChilliWelfare, LI; October, 1972, 494-503.
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012 the staff level trips, outings and parties were organized. Group decision was

sought on choice of colors for bedrooms, selecting curtains, bedepreads, furniture

ahifts. Group sessions were conducted by the director on a once-a,week basis. In

addition, sometimes the girls would ask for house meetings to clear the air. In these

meetings the girls diecusied the house rules, wrote and rewrote them. The talk was often

--
about placement and separation experiences. There was typical concern of adolescents

-

including struggles with adolescence and themselves. Dating behaviOr and stealing
0

other's boy friends was a lecurrent theme. Family, the life that was, current relation-

ships with parents and significant aaults ih their lives was a repetitive story.

On the whole, although the girls could be mobilized for talk and for specific

abort-term tasks, -they were not interested in staff-initiated activity programs. The

girls would participate individually in community-rbased programs for group dancing or

calisthenics, but were not'interested when specialists in these areas were brought -

into the group home.

The group was often in action behind closed doors.; the girl's pleasure or a

tragedy might bring them together spontaneously to talk it over. They would comfort

one-another over transgressions olipoor school grades. The girls had a network that

organized their own celebrations for a.graduatio , a birthday, a holiday. Love and hate

relationships fluctuated; the girl reviled today was adotced, tomorrow. They could be

calculating-in vying for positions of leaderehiP. Sometimes their.anger.to.oue.another.._

was enormous. *An adult intervened when physical harm or other extreme acting out be-

havior was in prospect, but staff recognized that very often the girls needed to be
1,

left alone to work things aut apong themselves.

41HE COMMUNITY

in recent years much emphasis has been placed about a group home in a community

-setting. The neighborhood concept and use of local resources is viewed as offering

s-j, supports for the placed ybungster. Throughsliving as others typically do, an adoles-

cent learns to observe city curfew
:
learns about neighborhood standards of dress and'

-40p

deportment and participation inllie-iiiigkBoihood. Adolescents learn that a temper
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outburst and cursing, or throwing things out a window, will-not be tolerated an a

hot Summer night bY the neighbors next door. Drag racing up and down a city street

is among behavior that will not be permitted: The young people learn how to shop

in the local stores, how to deal with vendors who come to the home, and how to gain,

experience in getting around in the city.

The issue of zoning is one with which every group home needs to deal. Not

everyone in the neighborhood and the community is accepting and positive about an

agency home. If the group home is not wanted in the neighborhood, it is the Y6ung

people who most forcibly feel the impact of rejection. We can never forget the anguish

and pain the girls felt when they found a large sign tacked onto the house bearing

the words "whore house", and similar expressions splattered in paint on the walk.

An agency group home is almost microscopically examined by the neighbors and the agency

is under surveillance about the stan it maintains.

-
The girls bring into the group home varying standards in choice of friends,

habits of dress, personal grooming, and social experienaes. There is impact on these

standards from their friends in the community. Cultural standards and societal forces

can be different frorlithe values of the group homethe community may bave.a apater

permissiveness about drug use; parents of other childred at home may tolerate heavier

410

use of smoking; upper age adorescents can drive cars; the parents of others may be

lese -stringent- about -curfew; -school-, and -seXualsioreas -Ther group -heme-is-faeed-with

its systems, values, and viewpoiAs and the similarities and differences in the broader -

world.

. The resources that are to be found in a community such as schools and recreatiod

centers do not exist ready made Tor use by the group home occupants. Considerable

initiative anlieffort must *0 into explaining the program and the.girls to other

persons and organiza,ons in.building working relationehips that obtain and sustain

the desired services.
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''EVALUATION °

.
.

In 1971, the'Association for Jwish Children undertook an,outcome study of 41
/ , 4 0

-

Olaage
girls who had been admitted to the group home from 1959 to 1969. lt6 Jerome L.

i 4 .

a' Professor 01Clinical Psichology and Director of Training, Yale University, was- .

'1 dirOctor ot the research. The complete report will be published*soon in a malonoegh.-

Twenty-eight girls had completed the prograusein the first 10 years. It wal-

possible to contact all but one of the girls, and 25 or 8994 of them agreed to r;t1x

tic1pate. The research consisted of (1) a follow-Up interview with each of the 15
.(Lk

s; (2) S Series-'6f ratings on case data b seven case judges; (3).\z11ftatii°

tujilYsits of spontaneous and elicited memories given.by the girls.
_

. There were four sets of ratings by the case Ages. Tt.le ratings covered 64e

Brew (1) adjustment to daily 11221ED (2) school-job adequacy; (3) relitimushir"

to peers, female; (4) relationships to peers, male, and (5) self7concept. Each °f

the five areas was rated on an 11 point scale.

The first rating was based on all of the data available at intake-(social

history, direct pdychlatric examination of each glrland direct psYchologics1 e$0'

medical data, school reports, etc.). nie second ratimg was based ma the same

assuming that the girl would have no treatment. The third rating, based ales
4

the intake data, assumed that the girl would have optimartherapeutic intervent5.°11,

-for'-3-.5y.ears. The second and third ratings were ratings of predicted atitco;ne -944.
were intended as a sUbstitute for a control group. It is not possible in thls ePer

to develop the rationale of the predicted outcome technique, but it is offered 0

technique to surmount the usually impossible problem of assembling.a.control,

group. The final, rating was based on data acquired in the 2-1/2 hOur, tape-recoVded

interview. .

A second phase of the research involved obtaining (1) spontaneous and

(2) elicited memories from the gir16, e.g. (1)-"tell me three things thatjmu re0e4bex,.
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about your experience in the OirlS' Residence, and (2) "Tell me three things that

you remember about the home itself--about the direcioraabout the caseworkerhabout

the other girls--etc., etc.

The researeh findings reveal a correspondence between the stated objectives of

X ;
the group home progr-41 and the reLltajtadhieved in the five variables.selected for

study.

--The gains in Adjustment to Daily Living.reflect the major thrust of

the program to develop personal,and social. competence. The girls are

not only living lives free of pathology (no delinquency, no mental

hospitalizations, no drugs; minor need for psychotherapk) but.they are

managing their daily activities and households effectively. The pro-

grams objectives and methods emerge as particularly suited for the girls

Who were rated lowest on admission:

.02Thi
--Surprisingly the girld game tofeel a lot better About themselves, a

conclusion based not onlY orCWhat they said in the follow-up interviews

btt confirmed by the judgments of the case raters. Most researdh in

psychotherspy'and other treatment has found that poor selfuconcept is

hiely resistant to change.: Perhaps improvement in self image is re-

lated mare to the acquieiti4n.of personal and social skills than it is

to psychological reorientation per se.

--The girls made sinific ai4a in relationahips with female peers.

While gains in relati. his with males did not quite attain statistical

4
significance, the gains approached leiels considered as attainable in

the baseline ratings only with good professional help.
9

The absence of statistically significant improvement in School/job is

p6zzling. At the time of follow-up the majority of girld were either bill time

students or ihgsged in the f011 time care of children. More than half of 1 girls

tad completed, were attending, or had been in college and another 12% had completed
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. high school. Five of eight girls who had been unable to' finiah high school neverthe-

less successfully completed vocational traiaing programs arranged by the agency. The

three girls who neither'completed high 4hool or vocational training all /eft the group

home program precipitously without benefit of agency planning. At the time of

follow-up only three girls were unemp4yed. Clearly this program either preserved the

potential in School/job.that the girls had when they entered the group home or the pro-
t16

gram made some other contribution that was, not detected in the study. Possillly the case

judges, accustomed to even lower 3:awls of kchool adjustment in the population of

children found in their personal clinical experience, over-rated the baseline school

adjustments or under-rated the School/job outcome in these girls of good intelligence

who came from family backgrounds that valued education despite the serious troubles be-
,

tween parents and children.

Memork recall was positive fa. the physical charactiristics of the group home, the

community, peer group in the home, and caseworker; negative for the child care staff,
4

psychiatrist, and director. Most of the negative memories were related to conflicts

with staff members growing aut of chailenges to the girl's behavior and the ensuing

confrontations. On the other hand, the staff member about whom the girls-had the most

negative memories was the very person the girls rated as having been the most helpful

part of the entire group home experience and,as the person they would want to go to for

help if they had prob,lems in later life. It would have been gratifying had the girls

racalled the director, the child care staff and the psychialrist fondly, but it is more

*

important that the girls were helped significantly.

The components.of the director and the peer group in that order emerge 11." by far the

two most important and helpfnl 'teeters in the experience of the girls.

And perhaps, most significantly, a major factor which emerged qualitatively as well as

quantatively from the recollections was the fact that for many of these girls this was

their ,first experience living in an organized, physically attractive home within a decent"

community and with caring people. This experience has had a lasting impression.
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